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Dinosaurs are the most exciting and amazing creatures to have ever walked the earth. 
When they were first discovered, scientists thought that dinosaurs were slow moving, cold 
blooded lizards that lived in hot, humid swamps.  
However, new discoveries prove that dinosaurs were built more like birds. Some dinosaurs 
were fast moving, warm blooded animals that lived on every continent on Earth, including 
Antarctica. By comparing the skeletons of modern birds to dinosaur fossils, 
paleontologists recognized that there are many similarities between the two. 

 

 Match the synonyms. 

1. _______ exciting  A. original 

2. _______ creature  B. advance 

3. _______ earth   C. sluggish 

4. _______ walk   D. moist 

5. _______ first   E. thrilling 

6. _______ slow   F. quick 

7. _______ moving  G. animals 

8. _______ cold   H. stroll 

9. _______ fast   I. world 

10. _______ humid   J. frigid 

 

Match the antonyms. 

1. _______ exciting  A.  fast 

2. _______ creature  B. run 

3. _______ earth   C. dry 

4. _______ walk   D.  hot 

5. _______ first   E.  boring 

6. _______ slow   F. last 

7. _______ moving  G. human 

8. _______ cold   H. stopping 

9. _______ fast   I.  Moon 

10. _______ humid   J.  slow 

Synonyms are words that have the same or almost the same meaning. 
Some dinosaurs were colossal. Some dinosaurs were enormous. 
 
Antonyms are words that have opposite meaning. 
Some dinosaurs were very large. Some dinosaurs were very small.   
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